
  

     AN  UNAUTHORIZED  ( mostly due to unnecessity, also because I said so being I’m the Author )  PUBLICATION  
 

The BUZZ – of  The Fremont Hornets V.1  
 

Issue 81                                      Feb 12 2018   

 

 

 

 

Somehow managing to wing it for now over 41 years…  
 

 

 

Welcome                
 

IN THIS ISSUE – You will find: (basically in the listed order, tho a stream of consciousness device) 
  

LATEST BUZZ  ( Issue’s Editorial, and bearing no relation to the picture on the cover here ) 
 

                                                 

AS WE CONTINUE TO LOOK AT PAST SINS 

- OR  - 

-  

PROVIDE AGAIN A REMINDER OF AN EPIC FAIL 
 

 

ALL INSIDE THIS 
 

CERTIFIABLY ANCIENT PRODUCTION 

(well, maybe just the Editor) 



  

 

THE Latest BUZZ (as of  February 12 2018 morning) 
(a Short Take On Present Buzz) by Mick Burton, Buzz Editor (& Hornets Treasurer a Deux, Current Contest Director for 2017/18 season)  

YES! Now # 82  In case you are a new reader, the Issue number is off  by one always, since # 0  

was outset of this lark. That clarified or muddied, let’s get to some actual important business!  
 

 
 

“ FAKE TWICE – Here’s Actual Issue 82 You Didn’t Get Sent … ” 
 

A FURTHER RECAP of JUST HOW MUCH CATCHING UP YOUR EDITOR HAS DONE  !! 

 

BUZZ 81 – Will be on the Free Hornets Annex Archive at the same time as this one (published day before) 

 

BUZZ 82 – Will be on the Free Hornets Annex Archive AS SOON AS YOU ARE READING IT HERE 

 

BUZZ 83 & 84 – PUBLISHED ON TIME (ahead of these, in March 2018) and posted to Archive with these 

 

  BUZZ 76 had the 19th Installment of “ 40 years of Free Hornets History ” with look back at past and then 

resumed with 20th  portion in Buzz 81.   
 

   However, such is life. Now ahead dear patient reader, Part Two of  “ Days of Future Passed ” as the last 

“Live Issues of The Free Hornets Buzz V.1” promised would be resumed in an upcoming issue (81,82). 
 

 How much fun this actually has turned out to be can’t be properly expressed, ever. The Editor would like to 

think though that when some of you have passed on that these “mini histories have been fun to read or been 

informative”, the pleased look on my face at least gives a hint. It means a lot and keeps me wanting to do it.  
 

As closing aside ; this storied history of the Free Hornets News and Club being published within V.1 Buzz 

Issues has its beginning with # 57. Look into the Free Hornet Archive for 2017 for that issue – mick 

 



  

THE 

TIME 

MACHINE 

Of  The  

Free Hornets 
 

LOOKING BACK AT FORTY– About Those Skyhawks, A Group Effort ? 
 

 Yes, 2017 marks the 40th year for charter of IPMS/Fremont Chapter, Region Nine of the International Plastic Modeler’s Society, USA aka   

“ The Fremont Hornets ” or as President/Editor likes to refer, “ Free Hornets “.  While this Editor hasn’t been a member for the entire span, he has 

been lucky enough to be friends with some who have. Also, known several of the Hornets who will be part of this continuing series on our history.  
 

FOR OUR TWENTY FIRST INSTALLMENT: A LESSON IN LEADING ASTRAY, NOT OKAY 
 

  November 1992, the Hornets voted to participate in a very ambitious Group Build, set in stone December 1992 as 

the 24 Skyhawks  
 

All to be completed in time for Atlanta NATS. 
 

 Since this particular Group Build 

happens to hold a place in infamy 

with this Editor and a few other 

Members, thought it be better to 

highlight the whole start to finish of 

this project now here at July ’93.  
 

PLEASE NOTE HERE THE 

CLEARLY STATED PLAN 

FOR HOW PROJECT GOES 

to the 1993 NATS. So Page 3 

of July 1993 HUD…Uh Huh. 



  

 



  

OKAY SO HERE WE GO. After being berated, pushed and seeing 

some pretty incredible effort being made to see to that 24 Skyhawk 

Collection is done on time, the Leader notifies everyone in next to 

last paragraph of the HUD less than 3 weeks from NATS, SORRY. 

  

 Read that reason again for just why, and then go back to the 1992 

December HUD with the stated commitment & personnel plan.   

 

 Perhaps now you will have a better idea why some calls for the 

Group Builds and “lazy membership who won’t do things when 

Some of Us Big Wheels Try to Get Stuff Done” ring hollow to a 

few of us lazy members, now and then. Just saying… 

 



  

 YES here we go again…déjà vu all over as they say. August 1993 news opens with what else, information that we had to change meeting locales ! 

Better yet an editorial contribution from Hornet afar, one Doug Summers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 Doug’s words work here rings with great resonance then and now. While 

Roy gets the last word in and makes a subtle but effective undercutting of 

Doug’s point whilst appearing not to, it nevertheless doesn’t change truth.   
 

 My applause to Doug for having written this and to Roy for publishing it.  
 

     PROCEED NOW TO RESUMPTION of the GLUER’s PROFILE… 

 



  

        Perhaps these two gents look faintly familiar… 



  

     PUSH ON AHEAD to September 1993, where of course ideas like shelving a Club Contest & brief discussion of new meet locale are rife 



   



  

HAPPILY RESCUED BY YET MORE OF THESE INFAMOUS PROFILES … 



  

 

 

 

 PROFILE of Where We Went When We Left Our Ancestral 

Home at the Nicolet Library. 

 

 If the locale seems a mite familiar to some of you, it ought to as 

it was right around the corner from the Denny’s we met at after 

Meeting hours for many years, whence we landed at long time 

homes of Scenario Hobby and then the Wally Pond Irvington 

Community Center. 

 

 

 

 

We were to spend a fair amount of coin and time at this Lodge 

as it turned out. Atmosphere ranged from the eerily quiet on the 

odd occasion to the more normal raucous racket that made ours 

seem tame. Yes, in other words the guests made more noise than 

we did, and Lodge management of course only cared the few 

times we would actually be the louder of the two for any period. 

 

 Next up is the October 1993 HUD which has another sudden 

onset R-9 Club event announced more fully this time, namely 

the IPMS Redding chapter’s Fall show.  

 

 What makes this notable is later in the issue a call to arms for 

the now legendary 24 Skyhawks’ multiple modelers to get them 

to October’s meeting. With intent of course to have someone to 

Gather them for transport to the Redding show as an entry. Roy 

is very clear that again, he’s up to his neck in getting ready for 

this event with Cooper Details business , and leaves it pretty not 

clear whether he’s in fact supposed to be the transporter. But he 

is very emphatic again that he wants to see the club’s collection 

on tables as an entry. Just never seems to be in position to carry 

the water is all. Mention is also made of the SVSM Spring Show, with compliments, however nothing there is mentioned about the 24 Skyhawks. 

 

 



  

Here it is, the October 1993 HUD for your reading pleasure: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

See the fairly plaintive plea at the Final Approach for October’s closing 

that is again, Roy’s penning for Profiles plan material. Nice try, buddy. 

GET READY FOR ANOTHER HUD Headset change ahead. 1993 was a 

very busy year in comparison to one before, as you’ll again see. Fremont 

Hornets are a small but mighty club, as opposed to mighty small . 😊 



  

YES You are seeing ANOTHER EDITOR change for the Fremont Hornets HUD with this, the November ’93 Issue.  Paul Katerges and Dave 

Weizer (characterized then by Roy as “notorious Armor Modelers”, a sad but true bit of our history where Armor didn’t get the respect) 



  

Well you get the whole of our history, even the less pretty parts by today’s measure . Fremont Hornets for a goodly chunk of time had the rap of 

Being “An Airplane Club” and not particularly friendly, merely “tolerant” of other than such model subjects. One of the worst progenitors of this 

was the then Editor and Chief Exec of the club, and it was a welcome change to have him a bit less “in charge” with this editorship shift here. 



  

Regardless of the tone or the intent with which such “ friendly jibing” was delivered, the clear fact was then and still is, the less welcoming to the 

existing or incoming modeler community who doesn’t share the “ popular kids kit tastes” will eventually result in stagnation then eventual loss of 

the club. With of course a good dose of  “ what a bunch of whiners, can’t these “Target Modelers” take a joke, jeeezzzzz…”  along the way to try 

to again, deflect the blame for why this demise comes to pass or deny 

any responsibility for the decline. Surely by now we have had enough 

“living history” examples to keep this tendency at bay for good of all . 



  

 ALRIGHTY THEN – Here we are going to begin the wrap up of this Buzz Issue # 82 and close out the year 1993 as well. December HUD by the 

“new crew” on their second outing, provides plenty of new material and also evidence that prior Editor isn’t going away quietly… Nor is he going 

cease any time soon cajoling others to “get a contest underway” without demonstrating any leadership role other than Chief Cajoler here. Okay… 



  

 



  

 NOW WE CLOSE OUT ON THIS HOPEFUL NOTE, for the year 1993 

 

 
 

FOR NOW, This Current Editor (M Burton) will declare this run of “The Time Machine” as through, as organized material for years 1994 

on into “The Modern Age” is currently fairly scarce. Thanks for reading along and responding for the most part pretty favorably to this 

“retrospective”. Stay tuned as perhaps there will be more substantial threads ahead, to “fill in the blanks and flesh out the Yanks”  

                 See you next issue  - mickb 


